NORTHWEST GRIP ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION RENTALS
AC cables

generators.

25' 12/3 SJOW stinger. 15 amp edison
connectors.................................... $3/day

Honda Eu6500is. Film modified inverter
generator. Can be used solo or in
conjunction with step down transformer for
maximum power output. Two 120v 20
amp circuits or one 30 amp 240v circuit.
Comes full with gas and an empty 5 gallon
gas can. Renter must return unit full.
....................................................$150/day

50' 12/3 SJOW stinger. 15 amp edison
connectors.................................... $4/day
50' 60 amp bates cable................ $9/day
50' 100 amp bates cable............ $11/day
100' 6/3 SOOW transformer to generator
feeder cable. The end are terminated with
California style 50 amp twist lock
connectors. This is only a 3 wire setup for
240v power from a put put to our step
down transformer. The neutral pole is
open..............................................$15/day
50' 4 wire #2 Camlok...................$15/day
#2 Camlok 5 wire tie in kit. Note: Check
with the NEC and local authority having
jurisdiction regarding the use of this
electrical equipment as laws vary. Renter
is responsible to use legally. ........$25/day
splitters
15 amp cube tap.........................0.50/day

Ryobi 2200 watt inverter. Gas powered
"suitcase genny". Perfect for small shoots
where portability is crucial or only smaller
LED lighting loads are run. 1800 watts
continuous. Eco mode onboard for fuel
conservation to be switched on after full
electrical load is applied.............. $50/day
84 amp stepdown transformer. This unit
is one of the best electrical solutions for
an indie production. In conjunction with
the Honda 6500, the transformer will
combine the two legs of the 240v system
and combine them into a single 120v
circuit providing the full potential of the
generator (60amps). The transformer can
also be used with different adapters on
location with a 50amp welding plug or
range plug to get a total 84 breakered
amps to the transformer in 120v using a
100 amp bates output...................$75/day

20 amp edison quad box............. $3/day
dimmers
Snakebite 110v, Cam-lok to
100 amp bates. (Internal 100 amp fuse.
Keeps the Fire Marshal happy)...... $9/day
20 amp edison to 15 amp edison
adapter...........................................$2/day

1000 watt hand dimmer.......... $3.00/day
2000 watt Magic Gadgets flicker box
and 2Kw dimmer........................ $35/day

60 amp bates male to dual 60 amp
bates female................................. $8/day
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splitters cont.
100 amp bates male to dual 60 amp
bates female................................ $9/day
Cam-lok female suicide ground pin.
Ground lifters.......................... $0.50/day
15 amp power strips................$2.50/day
L14-30 twist lock to 50 amp 240v
California twist lock. (3 wire only with
open neutral) This is the adapter that
works with a 240v 30 amp twist lock
connector for use with our 100' 50 amp
6/3 feeder cables. Neccesary to connect
the feeder cables from the genny to the
transformer..................................... $7/day
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